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Quotable Quote: "The two enemies of the people are criminals and government, so let
us tie the second down with the chains of the constitution so the second will not become
the legalized version of the first." Thomas Jefferson 

OLDER BIKERS HAVE MORE SEX
"Older single bikers are putting down more miles than their married counterparts,

if you know what we mean," reported www.clutchandchrome.com about a recently
released AARP sex survey. Although the study wasn't specifically aimed at motorcy-
cle enthusiasts, with a large part of riding demographics firmly in the age bracket sur-
veyed, the study can make riders look at each other in a slightly different light.

Aside from older riders having more sex than may be generally considered, results
from the AARP sex survey, "Sex, Romance, and Relationships: AARP Survey of
Midlife and Older Adults", also contradicted popular opinion with singles age 45+
showing a higher satisfaction rate and having more sex than married couples in the
same age group.

But some stereotypes rang true in the AARP study, such as which sex made sex a
priority; Men are more than five times as likely as women with 45% vs. 8% to say
they think of sex once or more every day, and men also rank sex higher on the list of
what makes for a high quality of life.

And if any further correlation needed to be drawn between the AARP study and
motorcycle enthusiasts, the final conclusion seems to draw a pretty solid line. Just as
with riding, the largest predictor of sexual satisfaction is the number of times, or the
frequency a respondent gets in the saddle. The number of people who consider them-
selves satisfied rockets to 84% if they "ride" more than once a week while the num-
ber falls to 59% for those who only "hit the road" twice a month. 

China Becomes The World's Largest
Motorcycle Producer
China has now overtaken Japan as the largest
producer of motorcycles in the world. Yearly, 50
million motorcycles are produced worldwide,
and China now produces at least 27.5 million of
that figure or a little more than 50% of the total
world production. China has already taken over
the top spot in world automobile production by
producing more cars than Japan and the U.S.
combined.
The city of Chongqing has become China's
motorcycle production center, with more than 10
million motorcycles a year coming out of this
modern city alone. In fact, four of five of the
largest Chinese motorcycle brands that produce
over 1 million units a year come out of this city.
China has more than 130 motorcycle brands.

Expect to see more powerful and modern motorcycles coming from China as this
nation seeks to become the largest and most powerful economy in the world.  

New Jersey Establishes
Stringent Guidelines For
New Riders
A measure sponsored by
Senator Nicholas J. Sacco,
chairman of the Senate
Transportation Committee,
which would establish safety
guidelines for new motorcycle
riders in the Garden State was
approved by the Assembly
recently by a vote of 67-7.
The bill, S-736, would enact several motorcycle safety regulations, including a tiered
licensing provision. Under the bill, if a person is issued a motorcycle license for a
vehicle with a smaller-size engine -- less than 231 cubic centimeters -- they would be
legally prohibited from operating a motorcycle with an engine displacement of more
than 500 cc. Senator Sacco said that this provision would ensure that new motorcycle
riders are restricted from operating vehicles with engines that are too powerful for that
driver's skill level. 
Among other provisions, the bill would also require all applicants under the age of 18
to complete a motorcycle safety program as a condition for licensure or endorsement.
Finally the bill would clarify the times, roadways and conditions on which holders of
an exam permit may practice, and would prohibit permit holders from operating a
motorcycle in the dark, carrying passengers and operating a motorcycle on the State's
toll roads or limited access highways. 

NHTSA Implements
M o t o r c y c l e - O n l y
Checkpoints Nationwide
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has ignored congres-
sional requests to halt or delay a
plan to implement and fund
motorcycle-only checkpoints
nationwide.

The first federally-funded
checkpoints, dubbed "roadside

motorcycle safety checkpoints," will be launched by the Georgia Department of Public
Safety, via a NHTSA grant to the Georgia State Patrol. NHTSA has implemented the
checkpoint funding plan despite being asked by members of Congress not to fund the
program until the merits were explained.

NHTSA has requested applications from law enforcement agencies across the coun-
try to conduct "safety checks" that specifically target motorcyclists to pull aside for a
lengthy inspection of their vehicle, equipment and paperwork.

The New York State Police have been conducting motorcycle-only checkpoints since
2007, often targeting major motorcycle events such as Americade. Seeking a legal rem-
edy to stop the constitutionally questionable roadblocks, Aid to Injured Motorcyclists
(A.I.M.) Attorney Mitchell Proner of NYC has filed a class action lawsuit against the
NYSP and New York State on behalf of ABATE of New York and the National
Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM).

Proner believes the Federal Court will agree that the stops are designed primarily for
law enforcement purposes as opposed to public safety purposes. "Rather than promot-
ing any legitimate public safety concern, the checkpoints are intended to harass and
intimidate motorcyclists attempting to attend motorcycle events thereby depriving
them of their First Amendment right to freedom of assembly as well as their Fourth,
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights to due process, equal protection and freedom
from unreasonable searches and seizures."

The bill was approved by the Senate by a vote of 31-3 on
August 23, but must be returned to consider Assembly amend-
ments which were largely technical in nature. If approved in
the Senate, it would head to the Governor to be signed into law.

Rider Training Trumps Riding Experience
A new study utilizing a motorcycle simulator

has found that formal advanced training is better
than the school of Hard Knocks regarding how a
rider reacts to emergency situations on the road.

A Triumph mounted on a custom rig designed
and built at the University Nottingham's Centre
for Motorcycle Ergonomics & Rider Human
Factors in England was used to investigate the
attitudes, behaviors and skills of different types of
riders according to their level of experience and
training, with simulation software projecting dif-
ferent riding scenarios onto a large screen in front
of the rider.

Three groups; novice, experienced and those
who had taken advanced motorcycle training,
were put through identical scenarios on the simu-
lator as well as other tasks in the laboratory to test aspects of their hazard perception
and behavior.

The researchers discovered that experience on its own does not necessarily make rid-
ers safer on the road, while those riders who had taken advanced motorcycle safety
training used better road positioning to anticipate and respond to hazards, kept to urban
speed limits, and actually made better progress through bends than the other groups of
novice and experienced bikers.

"This is one of the most in-depth studies of its kind ever conducted," said Dr. Alex
Stedmon from the Human Factors Research Group. "Whilst experience seems to help
develop rider skills to an extent, advanced training appears to develop deeper levels of
awareness, perception and responsibility."


